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GOULD'S MEDICAL
DICTIONARY.
FOURTH EDITION.

Edited by R. J. E. SCOTT, M.D., and C. V.
BROWNLOW. H. K. Lewis & Co., Ltd.
1935. Price 30/-.
The size of this volume, amounting as it

does to 1,538 pages, reveals the extent to
which the terminology in medicine and the
allied sciences has grown. In this fourth
edition the most recent additions have been
incorporated, many illustrations of pieces
of apparatus and diagrams providing for
the better understanding of pathological
conditions as well as portraits of the most
distinguished men in medicine and science
have been added. Each word is supplied
with phonetic spelling and the derivation
when appropriate is given. A fairly
thorough test of the contents of the volume
revealed the fulness of the information and
we failed to detect the absence of any word
which we sought.

In future editions we would commend to
the Editors the wisdom of providing the
Greek derivations in Roman instead of
Greek characters as the number of men
able to read the Greek script must be
steadily diminishing. We would also sug-
gest that in the designation of the various
physicians and scientists mentioned the
general term British instead of English
should be used or else an individual should
be classed correctly according to his nation-
ality. It hardly seems correct to call a man
English (e.g., William Hunter, John Hunter
and James Mackenzie) because he worked
in England.
These are not points of any very serious

moment and in no way detract from the
great value of the volume, but we do regret
that the American method of spelling should
be employed in a book emanating from a
well-known English firm.

ANATOMY, PHYSIOLOGY
AND HYGIENE;

A Text Book for Nurses.
By MILLICENT ASHDOWN & E. BLEAZBY.

T. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd. 1935. Price 5/-
From a survey of this book, it seems to

contain all the essentials for study of the
given subjects for the Preliminary State
Examination (which forms a standard of

what is required from the Junior Nurse) in
a concise and acceptable form.

It is one which we are sure Nurses will
find extremely useful. The diagrams are
clear and descriptive and should be a valu-
able aid to study.
The moderate cost of the text-book is

another point in its favour.

A GUIDE TO THE SURGICAL
PAPER WITH QUESTIONS AND

ANSWERS.
By R. J. MCNEILL LOVE, M.S., F.R.C.S.
H. K. Lewis & Co., Ltd., London, 1935.

Price 5/-.
Examinations are a necessary evil. It is

difficult to conceive of any other method of
judging the knowledge of students, who,
however, do not always do themselves justice
in such tests; especially is this true in the
writing of papers. Too often, as Mr.
McNeill Love points out, the question is
either misread or misunderstood, and an
excellent answer, though different from the
one that is required, is submitted, often to
the annoyance of the examiner.

In the Preface and Introduction to this
small book, Mr. McNeill Love dilates on
this human weakness in language which is
forcible and at the same time necessary.
Whether the rest of the book serves a use-
ful purpose is open to question. After
most excellent advice as to how the ordin-
ary examination paper should be faced and
answered, the author proceeds to illustrate
his remarks with 28 questions which he
considers typical, answers to which are
found in the subsequent pages, which are
sealed. The answers are mere tabulations
or headings under which the imaginary
examinee can, or should, " spread" him-
self. Everything that Mr. McNeill Love
says in this short manual is excellent, and
no fault can be found with the headings
under which he proceeds to answer the
questions that he himself has set. But
whether such a guide is necessary or desir-
able is a very open question; nor does the
reviewer think that all questions should be
answered in the stereotyped manner which
this manual would seem to recommend, as
this would leave very little to the individu-
ality of the examinee.
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